^ ship, the developing emotional and physical relationships, family planning) rearing and education of children and family financial management.
The book is simply and clearly written befitting its aim and audience jt includes suggestions for supplementary reading and an impressive bibliographyf(j. The inevitable problems of adjustment in marriage are discussed and P0^;
solutions are offered. Unfortunately, readers seeking help in their own difficll.ol,, may encounter that apparently insoluble problem that, however ideal the solu ^ however excellent the advice offered, the partners in conflict so often seem incap3 of benefiting from these. The author imposes on himself a further limitation in his study of This is perhaps best described in his own words on the subject of choosing a partner: "Having noted the complexities caused by unconscious needs and by rea?.cjtf formations we shall proceed to ignore them from now on. For the sake of sirnP11 ^ we will deal with needs as if they were always conscious and direct". Certainly simplicity has been achieved. Some readers might regret the sacrifice involved-, Miiipuwiiy iiaa unu auncvtu. ounit itautii 11115111 ic^ici uic aaciincc iuvv/?" Sylvia DflV*
